Clean
No more paper towel
waste on the floor

Safe
No more slipping on water
dripped on the floor

Sustainable features include:
• Recycled solid surface material available
• Ultra low-flow faucet for 24% water reduction
• High-efficiency hand dryer costs little to run
• Reduces or eliminates paper towel waste

Revit- BIM models available
Comfortable

Welcome to
the future of hand washing.

Everything is
within reach

Award-winning design:

96%

less expensive
than paper towels
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Exclusively Bradley

Clean + Rinse + Dry = A Sink That Makes Sense

With the Advocate, everything’s within
reach for the ultimate in convenience,
comfort, and safety.
®

Soap

Faucet

Dryer

• Touch-free activation

• Touch-free activation

• Touch-free activation

•	Extra-large capacity—
for fewer refills

•	0.38 GPM / 1.4 LPM provides
24% water savings over
standard models

•	Voltages for US and
International applications

•	Top fill dispenser—easier
to refill, saves time
and money

•	Above deck access to sensors
makes maintenance easy

•	Creates safer environment
by keeping water off
the floor

•	Low-level LED indicators
let maintenance staff
know when to refill

•	Illuminated, ergonomic and
dual-sided; dries hands in
15 seconds or less

•	Audible overflow
protection

•	Design allows easier
access for children
and wheelchair users

Basin

•	Lower noise level
than most dryers
• UL certified

Use in a variety
of applications.
This innovative solution for commercial washrooms is ADA
compliant, making the groundbreaking Advocate Handwashing
System perfect for:
• Airports
• Aquariums and Museums
• Banks and Credit Unions
• Colleges and Universities
• Convenience Stores
• Entertainment and Amusement Centers
• Healthcare and Office Buildings
• Restaurants and Retail
• Travel Plazas

• Made from Terreon® solid surface   • ANSI and GREENGUARD certified
• Available in 19 colors   • Easy to clean, maintain, and is field repairable if chipped or scratched

Save on Maintenance:
• Less time filling paper towel dispensers
• Less time emptying waste bins
• Less time filling soap dispensers

Save Money:
•W
 ith the built-in dryer system, paper towel
expenses can be reduced or eliminated, helping
save tens of thousands of dollars annually.

